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Welcome Back Plan 

Coronavirus Policy 

 

The Government have set out a roadmap to ease lockdown by phasing the return of certain 

services. If the 5 tests are passed and the R rate level is reduced, then the preschool will be 

able to open its doors as of 1st June.  

The Government has prioritised younger children in the first phases of wider opening, for 

several reasons. Firstly, because there is moderately high scientific confidence in evidence 

suggesting younger children are less likely to become unwell if infected with coronavirus 

(COVID-19); and secondly because evidence shows the particularly detrimental impact 

which time spent out of education can have upon them.  

To minimise the infection and to protect, the Government has advised all settings to avoid 

any contact with people who displays symptoms, to encourage frequent hand washing, to 

regularly cleaning toys and surfaces and to reduce contact and mixing of groups. The 

Government are aware that social distancing is impossible for early years children, but we 

must put measures in place as best we can to protect everyone. 

 
Covid-19 Guidance 
  

• If a child or any member of the child’s family display any symptoms of Coronavirus 
they must stay home and isolate for 14 days. 

 

• Regular temperature checks of staff and children will take place.  
 

• All staff & children will be asked to wash their hands on entering and exiting the 
preschool. 

 

• To encourage social distancing, large groups will be split into small groups. Seating will 
be reduced and spaced out.  
 

• Children will be supported in an age appropriate way to understand the steps put in 
place to keep them safe, e.g. encouraging regular handwashing especially after 
sneezing and coughing. 

 

• Visitors will not be permitted unless essential. 
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• An enhanced cleaning schedule will take place on a daily & weekly basis, washing then 
sterilising. 

 

• All waste containing bodily fluids will be disposed of in a hygienic and safe manner. 
 

• Soft furnishings/resources will be laundered at a temperature of at least 40c using a 
bleach-based product. 
 

• Malleable activities will be suspended until further notice and all activities will be 
continuously risk assessed. 
 

• PPE will be worn as usual for nappy changing, cleaning bodily fluids and first aid (when 
appropriate) Staff are to practice side-on measures and refrain from being  face-to-
face when assisting personal needs.  

 

• In the event of a child or adult developing suspected coronavirus symptoms whilst 
attending the setting, the child’s parent/carer will be contacted to pick up the child as 
soon as possible. The supervising adult of the child must wear full PPE and remain in 
an isolated area with the child until pick up. Any adult or child with suspected 
coronavirus must isolate at home in line with the NHS guidance. In the case of a 
positive test, the preschool will close for 14 days. 

 

• Staff mental health and wellbeing will be supported on a 1:1 basis. 
 

• The setting will be as clutter free as possible with minimal furniture. Windows will be 
kept open for ventilation and where possible doors too.  
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From the date of return until the end of summer term, the daily routine will run as 

follows: 

If anyone child or family member has any symptoms of the virus please do not come to 
preschool, no matter how mild. Please keep regular checks on your child’s temperature and 
be vigilant of fever, a new persistent cough and or loss of smell/taste. Please send your child 
in with freshly laundered clothes and a water bottle each session they attend. 
 
There will be no parking on site for parents – please either walk whenever you can or use 

the village hall carpark. 
 
 
Drop off  
Only one parent should attend drop off. Please use front gates as entry and carpark gates as 
exit. Children will then wash their hands before registration. 
 
 
Session Time 
We will now be delivering practice via a bubble group of 12 children – please note we are 
unable to social distance early years children.  
We will be using the playground and field for play, snack & lunch - lunch boxes will be 
cleaned before and after lunch. The garden area will not be used, and all malleable play will 
be suspended until further notice. The children will only have access to toys that can be 
easily washed.  
 
Pick up 
Only one parent should attend pick up. Please use front gates as entry and carpark gates as 
exit. Only one child at a time will be sent out after they have washed their hands. 
 

 

This policy was adopted at a meeting of the Pre-school held on: ………………………  (Date) 
 

It will be reviewed as a must by the beginning of September 2020. Every effort will be made 

to continuously review and monitor circumstances surrounding the coronavirus via daily 

management of the setting and government guidance. 

 
 
Signed on behalf of the Pre-school: ……………………………………………  (Chairperson) 
 

 


